QUIK-DRAW® OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

TO REPOSITION THE SLIDER:

1. On a level surface, apply trailer parking brakes.
2. Remove manual stop bar (if applicable) and move it to desired position.
3. Pull QUIK-DRAW knob out to retract locking pins (never force or use tools on knob).
4. Gently rock trailer fore and aft to fully retract any bound pins.
5. Move trailer until slider is in desired position. Trailer parking brakes must remain applied.
7. Visually check all locking pins for proper engagement — chamfered ends of locking pins must project through body rail at all four locations.
8. Install manual stop bar directly behind slider system.
9. Gently rock trailer fore and aft to check pin engagement.

For more details, refer to Hendrickson publication L738 QUIK-DRAW Procedures.

WARNING
DO NOT operate the vehicle without all slider pins completely through body rails

CAUTION
DO NOT operate the vehicle without air pressure in air springs

ZMD® Shockless suspension equipped with Zero Maintenance Damping® components

Warranty and important literature:
L583 Comprehensive Warranty Statement
L1074 Slider Suspension Information
Go to: www.hendrickson-intl.com/trailerlit